What Others Are Saying about Marc Lauritsen and *The Lawyer’s Guide to Working Smarter with Knowledge Tools, Second Edition*

“Marc's book breaks down legal knowledge management into easily accessible steps through well thought out processes and tools. This book will help law firms make great leaps forward in capturing and getting the most out of the knowledge assets they have.”

— Catherine Bamford, CEO and Founder, BamLegal

“Have you ever wished for a magic wand to make your work better, easier, and perhaps even more enjoyable?

As lawyers, we are awash in a sea of documents and data and research: knowledge. With more coming at us with each passing moment, and at an increasingly rapid pace. How do we manage it all, stay sane, and (in a perfect world) thrive?

Ta-da: You have a magic wand! *The Lawyer’s Guide to Working Smarter with Knowledge Tools!* In this newly updated edition of Marc Lauritsen’s seminal book, you will find the Who, Why, What, How and When you need to do just as the title promises: work smarter, with practical and accessible tools. Perhaps we’re still at a point in the evolution cycle of legal work that using these tools remains a differentiating factor. But not for long. Soon, using the tools and methods that Marc lays out will be table stakes for a practicing lawyer. So get ahead of the curve. Grab this magic wand and see how it can help you transform your practice.

P.S. How do I know? For more than 20 years, I’ve practiced law and I consider the year I started using the WHAT in this book the year my life changed. I transformed my practice, which continues to impact my professional and personal trajectory in amazing ways. I wish the same for you! And, more than a decade after my transformation, a wealth of tools exist to help you do the same. With Marc’s book, the HOW is laid out for you. What are you waiting for?”

— Cat Moon, Director of Innovation Design, Vanderbilt Law School and Director of the PoLI Institute